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Abstract. Spectral characteristics of polar cap F region irregularities on large

density gradients associated with polar ionization patches are studied using in
situ measurements made by the Dynamics Explorer 2 (DE 2) spacecraft. The

• 18 patches studied in this paper were identified by the algorithm introduced by

Coley and Heelis [1995], and they were encountered during midnight-noon passes
of the spacecraft. Density and velocity spectra associated with these a_tisunward

convecting patches are analyzed in detail. Observations indicate the presence of
structure on most patches regardless of the distance between the patch and the

cusp where they are believed to develop. Existence of structure on both leading

and trailing edges is established when such edges exist. Results, which show no

large dependence of AN/N power on the sign of the edge gradient VN, do not
allow the identification of leading and trailing edges of the patch. The AN/N is an

increasing function of VN regardless of the sign of the gradient. The correlation

between AN/N and AV is generally poor, but for a given intensity in AV, AN/N

maximizes in regions of large gradients in N. There is evidence for the presence of

unstructured patches that seem to coexist with unstructured horizontal velocities.

Slightly smaller spectral indices for trailing edges support the presence of the E×B

drift instability. Although this instability is found to be operating in some cases,

results suggest that stirring may be a significant contributor to kilometer-size

structures in the polar cap.
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1. Introduction

Production, loss, and transport processes are respon-

sible for the largest scale siJe plasma structures ob-
served in the high-latitude ionosphere [Kelley, 1989].
With wavelengths ranging from 30 to 1000 kin, these

large-scale features have recently been identified as the
seat for smaller-scale kilometer-sise structures [Tsun-

oda, 1988]. In the presence of large gradients due

to larger-scale structures, convective plasma processes
such as fluid interchange instabilities [Keskinen and Os-

sakotD, 1983] and turbulent mixing [KinIner and Seyler,

1985] are dominant mechanisms that produce a spec-
trum of i_regularities that range in scales from 10 km

down to the ion gyroradius. Polar cap ionization patches

are among such large-scale structures that produce the
suitable background conditions for these mechanisms to

operate.
Existence of polar cap F layer ionization patches with

horizontal scale sizes ranging from a few hundred kilo-
meters to 1000 km have been reported over the last

30 years in literature since Hill [1966]. Later obser-

vations {e.g., Weber et al., 1984] indicate that these

Copyright 1997 by the panerlcan Geophysical Union.
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plasma enhancements are not locally produced by struc-
tured particle precipitation, but instead they are pro-

duced neat or equatorward of the dayside auroral zone,

and they drift antisunward into the winter polar cap
with ExB velocities. Lower-latitude studies [e.g., Fos-

ter and Doupnik, 1984] observed the poleward convec-
tion of solar-produced plasma through the cusp and

suggested this as a source of enhanced F layer plasma

in the polar ionosphere. Several different generation
mechanisms are suggested for the polar cap ioni,.ation

patches. Penetration of dayside plasma into the night-

side under a large eastward electric field, together with

a large variation in the B, or B_ component of the in-
terplanetary magnetic field (IMF), is presented as one
mechanism by Tsunoda [1988]. Simulations of similar

time varying convection patterns [Anderson et al., 1988;
Sojka et al., 1993; Decker et al., 1994} have shown that
such variations can detach the plasma from the dayside

through changes in the polar cap radius that result from

changes in the cross-tail potential. Another mechanism
that leads to the formation of patches in geomagnet-

ically conjugate regions is suggested by Roger et al.,

[1994]. According to this study, a _flow channel event"
that consists of a rapid plasma jet can cause a plasma
depletion in the cusp region. When IMF B, is consis-

tently negative, a region of enhanced plasma density in
the cusp is isolated. This higher-density region then
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drifts more poleward if IMF By changes fiom negative

to positive thus forming a patch.

Although it has been more than 2 decades since the

first observation of patches, a relatively objective defi-

nition has just recently been put forward by Coley and

Heeli3 [1995] in order to conduct a statistical study us-

ing the DE 2 database. According to this study, a non-

locally produced plasma enhancement drifting antisun-

ward in the polar cap qualifies as a patch if it has two

edges in which the plasma density is enhanced above

40% in 140 kin, and the overall enhancement must be

larger than 100% above the background. The param-

eters defining a patch can of course be changed, but

under these conditions, results indicate that 281 such

patches were encountered with an average horizontal

scale size of 300-400 km, when structures with scale

sizes larger than 1250 km are considered to comprise

the background. It is also reported that patches are a

winter phenomena, and they are mostly observed be-
tween 1200 and 2000 UT.

Smaller-scale structures associated with patches were

first reported by Weber et al. [1986]. They showed that

the patches were almost always accompanied by small-

scale (<I kin) ionospheric irregularities which cause

scintillation at 250 MHs. Furthermore, their results in-

elude a weak indication of stronger scintillation on the

trailing edge of the patch. This is found to be consis-

tent with ExB drift instability [Linsoa and Workman,

1970]. However, Lin._on and Workman [1970] conclude

that the presence of irregularities on the leading edge

and throughout the interior of all of the patches may

suggest a generation of irregularities by a dominant elec-

trostatic turbulence process. Ba_u et al. [1990] studied

structuring by the gradient drift instability and veloc-

ity shear driven processes at high latitudes. The former

is driven by a large density gradient in a homogeneous

convection field with respect to the neutrals, and the

latter is driven by a structured convection field in an

ambient ionosphere where density fluctuations exist. It

is reported that the magnitude of the electric field per-

turbation was at least 1 order of magnitude larger in

velocity shear driven processes when compared to the

ones with gradient drift instability. It is also reported

that considering the magnitude of the electric field per-

turbation as well as spectral shapes is crucial in deter-

mining the type of instability that is at work.

The object of this paper is to study the smaller scale

kilometer-size structure seated on large gradients asso-

ciated with polar ionization patches. Unlike previous

attempts by Weber et al. [1984] and Bazu et al. [1990],

our aim is to make use of a quantitative patch definition

that recently became available and to study the struc-

ture on patches identified by this criteria. We chose

to limit our study to noon-midnight-aligned passes of

the spacecraft both to keep the material manageable

and also to make use of the fact that the ExB drift

of the plasma is in many cases approximately parallel

to the spacecraft look direction in this meridian. This

makes it possible to associate the horizontal velocity

structure with the observed structure in ion density and

draw conclusions regarding the well-known instability

processes such as the gradient drift instability. We de-

scribe some common characteristics in structure seen

on patches throughout the polar cap and also point out

the presence of some rare cases.

2. Data and Method of Analysis

Patches that ate studied in detail here were identified

by the algorithm proposed by Coley and Heeli3 [1995]

(hereafter referred to as paper 1). The criteria they

used to identify these patches were briefly explained in

the previous section. According to this algorithm, a

nonlocally produced density enhancement qualifies as

a patch when it has gradients larger than 40% in t40

km on both edges, and the total enhancement must

exceed 100% above the background. Examination of

the electron temperature is used to establish the ab-

sence of electron precipitation. This study was lim-

ited to the northern hemisphere in order to exclude any

hemispherical differences. Since local time and season

were locked together in DE 2, the spacecraft was in a

noon-midnight-aligned orbit twice a year during north-

ern summer (August) and winter (March). Throughout

the 20-month lifetime of the spacecraft between August

1981 and February I983, March 1982 was the only time

when the spacecraft was in a noon-midnight aligned or-

bit in winter. The patches we study in detail are from

a 40-day period starting on March l, 1982.

The data used in this study were provided by the re-

tarding potential analyzer (RPA) and the ion drift me-

ter (IDM) on board the DE 2 spacecraft. The DUCT

sensor on the RPA measures the total ion concentra-

tion from which the structure in this parameter can be

measured with high sensitivity [Hanaon et al., 1981}.

The ion current to the collector is measured 64 times/s,

giving an ion density measurement approximately every

120 m of flight path. This allows us to resolve station-

ary structures with scale sizes down to 240 m. On the

other hand, IDM measures two mutually perpendicular

angles of arrival of thermal ions with respect to the sen-

sor look direction [Heelis et al., 1981]. These measure-

ments are then used to derive two components of the

ambient thermal ion drift velocity. IDM provides the

absolute measure of the ion arrival angle 4 times/s and

measurements of the angle relative to an absolute value,

established every 8 s, at the rate of 32 samples/s. This

corresponds to one measurement approximately every

240 m for each direction allowing a spatial resolution of

stationary structures with scale sizes down to 480 m.

The structure in the ion density and velocity is de-

scribed by the spectral content in the time series of

measurements. An example of total ion density mea-

surements made by the RPA in the northern hemisphere

polar cap during orbit 3133 of DE 2 is displayed with full

resolution (64 Hz) in Figure la. The density enhance-

ment observed at 0408 UT when the spacecraft was at

a very high latitude in the nightside polar cap quali-

fies as a patch according to the definition used in paper

1. Throughout this patch, which extends 502 km along
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Figure I. (a) High-resolution (64 Hs) ion density and (32 Hz) horisontM velocity data from

orbit 3133 of DE 2. (b) A smaller 500-km segment of the same data associated with the patch

at 0408 UT plotted separdtely. (c) 2-s segments of ion density and velocity data together with

their power spectra.

the satellite track, the ion density changes from about

1.3 x l0 s to 5.7 x 105 cm -3 with a relative factor AN/N

of _ 4 above background. Two well-defined edges a J0e

seen with respect to a fairly c0nstaat background. Sev-

ern/ Other enhancements axe observed throughout the

pass, but they do not form patches in the working deft-

nition either because the gradients on the edges axe not

steep enough or the overall enhancements above back-

ground are not sul_dent.

Figure la shows the horisontal ion drift velocity men-
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Figure 2. Reduced ion density and horizontal velocity data from orbit 3133. Mean values of
the two parameters in each 2-s window are displayed in the upper panels. Lower panels show the
power spectral densities at 6 Hs (_ 1.3 kin).

sured by the IDM in 32-Hs resolution. Since the space-

craft is moving approximately pazallel to the midnight-
noon meridian, this component of the velocity perpen-
dicular to the spacecraft motion is parallel to the dawn-

dusk meridian, and the positive values show dawnward

motion of plasma in this direction. The patch and the
horisonta] velocity associated with that segment of the

pass are plotted separately in Figure lb. The presence
of smaller-scale structure throughout the patch is ob-

served together with an enhancement of irregularity am-
plitude on larger gradients. For the analysis of the ion

density data, each pass of the high-latitude region is di-

vided into !6 km (2 s) segments and aspectral anal y_is
" ": '_."" _. _ '_'. .'"_- .i.

is performed on each segment.

Examples of such 2-s segments of density and velocity
data ATe displayed in Figure lc, as are the associated

power spectra. A linear detrend is performed on each
2-s segment of ion density data. The slope and the
value of the midpoint of the detrend llne is recorded

respectively as the background slope and the average
density for that 2-s segment. The detrend line is also

used to calculate the relative change in density (AN/N)
for each measurement. Power spectral analysis is per-

formed on this quantity from which the power in AIr'IN
at 6 Ha (_ 1.3 kin) scale sise and the spectral slope in

the3.1kmto400m is , ,ded Ic).
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Velocity data are analyzed in a similar manner, and the

power in AV at 1.3 km is recorded. As a result of the

lower resolution in the velocity data, the spectral slope

can be accurately calculated between 3.1 km and 800

m, leaving some margin for high-frequency noise.

Figure 2 shows the derived parameters for ion density

and horizontal velocity for the same orbit. The param-

eters plotted in all four panels are calculated from 2-s

data segments using the method explained above. Thus

each point in this Figure 2 corresponds to a 2-s segment

that consists of 128 (64) measurements of ion density

(horizontal velocity). The upper two panels show the

mean values of the measured quantities in each 2-s seg-

ment. The lower two panels display the power spectral

density at 6 Hs (._ 1.3 km), which corresponds to the

value of the fitted line at 6 Hz in the spectra plots of

Figure lc. We use a database of these derived parame-

ters to study the spectral characteristics of polar cap F

region irregularities on large gradients associated with

polar ionization patches. Although we will primarily

use the data associated with segments that comprise

a patch in the working definition, it is instructive to

first examine a complete high-latitude pass llke the one

displayed in Figure 2 and to describe the general differ-

ences between a patch and its surrounding environment.

The study of patches and comparisons among different

patches remains our primary concern and will be dis-

cussed at length in the following sections of this paper.

From inspection of Figure 2 and almost all other

passes throughout the high-latitude ionosphere, it is

clear that the intensity in the smaller-scale (< 16 km)

structure shows some general characteristics changing

with location and solar zenith angle. For the 18 passes

in which patches were observed, the intensity of struc-

ture showed the following similarities. At 1.3-kin scale-

size, the high-latitude region above 500 invariant lat-

itude can be divided into three different regions. In

decreasing level of structure, these regions are the au-

roral zone, the polar cap, and the lower latitudes. For

a 2-s window and 64 (32) Hz resolution in ion density

(velocity), the highest values of power at 6 Hz (_ 1.3

km) are consistently observed throughout the auroral

zone with power spectral densities frequently exceeding

-6 in AN/N and +1 in AV. The values for the polar

cap are usually lower with -7 for the ion density and

-2 for the velocity. The lowest values that approach

the noise floor are found at lower latitudes with spec-

tral densities less than -9 and -2, respectively. Note

that the highest power spectral density (PSD) values

for velocity at the lower latitudes approach the lowest

values seen in the polar cap (about -2), but the PSD

values for ion density have 2 orders of magnitude differ-

ence for the two regions. Although the highest level of

structure is consistently observed at and near the au-

roral zone for both parameters, occasionally PSDs are

seen to reach values up to -4 for the ion density and

3 or 4 for the velocity. One major difference for the

two parameters is that these extremely high values of

PSD in ion density can be observed everywhere in the

polar cap or the auroral zone, whereas they seem to be

limited to the auroral zones for the velocity. Note that

patches are distinguished by their density enhancement

above the background, rather than an enhancemeht in

ANIN.

3. Observations

The high-latitude F region of the ionosphere contains

structure with scale sizes ranging from thousands of

kilometers down to the ion gyroradius. Polar cap ion-

ization patches with scalesizes of a few hundred kilo-

meters are among the largest scale-size structures ob-

served in this region during the nighttime. The ob-

ject of this paper is to present a detailed study of the

smaller kilometer-si_e structures associated with polar

ionization patches identified by the criteria introduced

in paper 1.

It is necessary to mention that these patches are not

produced locally as a result of energetic particle pre-

cipitation. They are usually antisunward convecting,

solar-produced density enhancements in the polar cap.

The group of patches we are considering is evenly dis-

tributed along the noon-midnight meridian with a ma-

jority of them residing on the dawnside of this line.

All the patches encountered fall into one of four

groups that differ in magnitude and distribution of

structure on the patch along the observation direc-

tion. In decreasing structure along the patch, these four

groups are (1) fully structured patches, (2) patches with

structure only on the edges, (3) patches with only one

structured edge, and (4) unstructured patches. The ma-

jority of the patches we describe belong to one of the

first two groups with only single examples in each of the

last two groups.

Among the 18 enhancements that qualify as a patch

in the working definition, Ufully structured patches" are

the most common. Figure 3 shows two examples of fully

structured patches encountered by DE 2 in the north-

ern winter polar cap. Figure 3a replots the features

of the patch described in Figures 1 and 2. Note that

the scale on the y axes of the lower two panels are dif-

ferent in Figure 3. We chose to fix the scale in the y

axes of these plots in order to make it easier to compare

the irregularity amplitudes on different patches. We fix

the scale for density irregularities between -4.5, which

is approximately the largest observed PSD, and -7.0,

which is close to the lowest observed polar cap values

above the noise floor. For the ion velocity, the values

0.5 and -2.0 respectively are chosen for the same rea-

sons. The dashed lines at -6.0 and -1.5 in Figure 3

are also plotted to help compare the irregularity ampli-

tudes between different patches. Also indicated in the

top panel of Figure 3 are the average convection speeds

of the patch feature along the satellite motion (Vrom)

and perpendicular to the satellite motion (Vho,). These

parameters are then used to identify leading and trailing

edges of patches with respect to their average motion.

The large-scale density features of these patches are

reflected in the large-scale velocity features, suggest-

ing that they result from a different convection history
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fromtheneighboringplasma.As we will see later, this

is not a reproducible feature of patches, and thus the

patches we observe usually have shapes that are evolv-

ing in time. Both patches show the common character-

istic of increased level of irregularity amplitude (AN�N)

throughout the enhancement. This can also be verified

by comparing the power in AN/N at 6 tIz (_ 1.3 km)

on the patch and at the vicinity of the patch in Figure

2. There is a considerable amount of structure on both

of the edges and also throughout the patch where the

background density gradients are smaller than at the

edges. It is apparent that the largest values of irregular-

ity amplitude in ion density correspond to the steepest

gradients in the ion density, and the values -4.5 to -5.0

are among the highest seen in the patches we studied.

The amplitude of structure in the velocity seems to be

correlated with that of the density, and powers around

-0.5 are seen throughout the patch. For fully struc-

tured patches, it is possible to locate the edges of the

patch by using the level of structure as an indicator.

Figure 4 shows two examples in the same format as

Figure 3 of patches for which the density irregularity in-

tensity is noticeably larger at the edges than in the body

of the patch. In Figure 4a, the larger-scale horizon-

tal velocity gradient appears to produce a bifurcation

of this patch, and the density irregularity is enhanced

at the bifurcation. In Figure 4b, the large-scale hor-

izontal variation is consistent with a differing convec-

tion history for the patch. As before, there are regions

where the velocity irregularity intensity is loosely corre-

lated with density irregularity intensity, but background

density gradients modulate this behavior. It should be

noted that the horizontal velocity component perpen-

dicular to the spacecraft track is sometimes comparable

to or greater than the along track component. Such is

the case in Figure 4b, and in this case, the patch edges

cannot be uniquely identified a_s leading or trailing with

respect to the convection direction.

To complete our description of the irregularity fea-

tures associated with patches, we show in Figure 5,

respectively, a patch with enhanced structure on one

edge and a benign patch with the lowest level of struc-

ture seen in the polar cap. The patch in Figure 5a has a

rather small cross track horizontal velocity and is clearly

convecting antisunward. The density irregularity power

at 6 tlz is consistently under -6 for most of the patch

except for two 2-s segments where the power reaches

values larger than -4. The high levels of structure ap-

pear on the leading edge of the patch and would not

therefore support the role of the gradient drift instabil-

ity. However, knowledge of the neutral wind velocity is

required to reach secure conclusions in this regard.

In Figure 5b, the nonstructured patch has two steep

gradients defining leading and trailing edges along the

satellite track. It resides on the nightside of the dawn-

dusk meridian, a significant distance from the dayside

cusp where it is assumed to originate. This patch has a

cross track horizontal velocity comparable in magnitude
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to the along track component. Thus, in this case, the

patch edges cannot be identified as leading or trailing
with respect to the convection direction.

For all structured gradients associated with patches,

we have investigated the association between the veloc-

ity and density structure in a more quantitative man-

ner. We have noted previously that the relationship

between density irregularity intensity and background

density gradient is not obviously asymmetric. Figure 6

shows the relationship between these quantities for all

patches where the ambient drift measurements allow

the identification of leading (positive VN) and trail-

ing (negative VN) edges with respect to the convection

direction. For gradients of each sign, power spectral

densities of ion density irregularity at 6 Hz (_ 1.3 kin)

are binned and averaged for each decade. The results

are plotted with standard deviations and the number

of 2-s segments that go into each average. The dashed

line connects median values in each bin. As mentioned

earlier, knowledge of the neutral wind velocity is re-

quired for unequivocal identification, but the behavior

shown here and reflected on all observed gradients sug-

gests that the gradient drift instability cannot be read-

ily identified on average although specific cases may be
observed.

In the process of describing our observations, we fre-

quently observe a correlation between the irregularity

intensity in velocity and density. Further investigation

shows that this correlation is modulated by the back-

ground gradient in the density. For the purposes of illus-

tration, we have divided all observed density gradients

into three groups established by the horizontal gradient-

scale length L -- [VN/N]-I. These three groups with

small, medium, and large gradient-scale lengths respec-

tively correspond to less than 83 km, between 83 and

166 km, and greater than 166 km, where according to its

definition, the smallest gradient-scale length represents

the largest change in density above the background.

Figure 7 shows the relationships between irregularity

intensities in AN/N and AV for each case. The Fig-

ure 7a shows the data points and a straight-line fit to

these points. For comparison, Figure 7b shows the fit-

ted straight lines. While the linear dependence between

these parameters is the same in all cases, we see that

for a given velocity irregularity significantly large den-
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sity irregularities are produced in the presence of the

largest background density gradients.

Finally, we investigate the spectral index of density

and vdocity irregularities in polar cap patches. In all

there are 563 2-s (16 kin) segments comprising all the

patches observed. Figure 8 shows the distribution of

spectral indices of the density and velocity for all the

patches. As we have previously noted, the velocity ir-

regularity intensity is quite small, and fits to a spectral

slope may be compromised by the inclusion of points on

the noise floor. However, removal of these points con-

firms that a preponderance for shallow spectral slopes

exists even at the highest powers. The distribution of

spectral slopes in the velocity structure can be con-

trusted with a more symmetric and narrow distribu-

tion of slopes in the density structure. Furthermore,

the spectral indices of the velocity take on larger values

than the density. When we take into account the sign

of the background gradients, as shown with dotted and

broken lines in Figure 81 a sfight but clear shift toward

larger spectral indices for AN/N occur for positive gra-

dients regardless of which edge they belong to. This

may be an indication of the effect of the gradient drift

instability superposed on turbulent mixing which may

aLso be effective in producing structure at these scale

Sig_:$.

4. Discussion

Patches are generally assumed to be created by tem-

poral variations in the convection patterns of the high-

latitude plasma. A region at or near the cusp seems

to be the location where such high-density plasma can

penetrate into higher latitudes through such a time

varying process. Observations show that these patches

then drift in the antisunwatd direction on the night-

side. There is some evidence that these patches are

later redistributed in the midnight region at auroral

sone latitudes in the form of latitudinally confined en-

hancements that are called the boundary (or subauro-

ral) blobs [Tsunoda, 1988].

As these large-scale patches axe made and moved

around at high latitudes under time varying convec-

tion patterns, they carry very large density gradients

into the nightside with them. These large gradients

that make the edges of the patches use found to be the

seat for smaller-scale kilometer-size structures. Flax

tube interchange processes such as plasma instabilities

or stirring are reported to be among the mechanisms
that contribute to the observed structures at these scale

sizes. Although there have been some earlier attempts

using a few patches [Basu et al., 1990; Weber et al.,

1984, 1986] to identify the relative contribution from
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these two mechanisms in producing structures at these

scale sizes, the dominant one of the two is yet to be
determined.

While most qualitative definitions of patches adapted

by researchers seem to agree with each other, the lack

of a quantitative definition seems to prevent a direct

comparison of studies in this field. To overcome the

discrepancies, we have used the only relatively objec-

tive, quantitative definition to identify the patches that

were studied in this paper. Of course, as we mentioned

earlier, the presence of a large gradient in density is the

primary requirement for small-scale structures to form

via an interchange process, but the spatial extent of

this enhancement that is vital in the definition of the

large-scale patch features is by no means a parameter in

the formation of small-scale structures. Ironically, for

our study, patches or any other loosely or strictly de-

fined large-scale plasma enhancements are not special

in any way for seating small-scale plasma structures.

That is, given the same conditions, a lO-km long den-

sity gradient is equally capable of producing small-scale

structures as a lO0-km long patch edge with a similar

gradient. The only benefit of concentrating on large-

scale patches for our study is to make use of these un-

usually well-defined edges that give us a very good data

set with gradients of various magnitudes under similar

background conditions. It should be emphasized that

there exists in the polar cap, many equally structured

density gradients that do not make up a patch. Sig-

nificant scintillation associated with patches is a conse-

quence of the dependence ofscintiUation on AN rather

than AN/N.

Magnetic flux tube interchange processes like stirring

or ExB drift instability break large gradients up into

smaller-scale structures. In the case of stirring, applied

electric fields do not depend on the cusp-patch distance.

Furthermore, stirring produces smaller-scale structure

on gradients of either sign when structured electric fields

are mapped on them. This is different from the behavior

expected from a case where the dominant mechanism is

an instability process (in the linear regime), where only

certain conditions are convenient for the mechanism to

become unstable. For example, the ExB drift insta-

bility is expected to produce structure on the trailing

edge of a patch under B, negative conditions. Since the

patches in the polar cap are usually convecting antisun-

ward during negative B,, th_ sunward edges of patches

are most likely to be unstable for cases where Ex B drift

instability is dominant. In fact, if the drift instability

is dominant, then we should expect to see patches with

larger edge gradients and relatively less structure closer

to the cusp. If the conditions are right for perturbations

to be unstable, these steep edges should be continuously

broken up by the instability mechanism as the level of

smaller-scale structure increases toward midnight, re-

suiting in shallower but highly structured trailing edges.

Of course, a patch formed in a Chapman F layer will

usually have a lifetime of the order of an hour and as is

well known, the high-latitude convection patterns can

change drastically over this time period. Changes in

the patch motion can therefore produce smaller-scale

structure on more than one edge given sufficiently large

instability growth rates. Thus, in order to identify the

working mechanisms that produce structure on an edge,

one must consider the convection histories of patches,

the size of edge gradients, and relative levels of structure

in ion density and horisontM velocity on each edge.

Convection histories are important in order to iden-

tify the observed edges as leading or trailing. With one-

dimensional measurements made by a spacecraft, the

convection velocity of the patch will always have compo-

nents parallel and perpendicular to the-spacecraft path

unless the spacecraft is moving exactly in the same di-

rection as the patch. Choice of midnight-noon-oriented

passes help in this sense to establish a larger component

parallel to the spacecraft path. For slip velocities (Vo)

larger than zero, this may give larger Vo/L irregularity

growth rates in midnight-noon-oriented gradients (with

respect to dawn-dusk-oriented gradients) for similar L

values when the sign of the convection velocity is the

same as the sign of the gradient. E× B drifting gradients

will otherwise be stable. Thus the dominance of this in-

stability mechanism on the edges of patches moving in

the noon-midnight direction is more easily studied with

passes in the noon-midnight direction when two edges

with gradients of opposite sign are encountered over

a short distance. A dawn-dusk-oriented component of

the convection velocity which may lead to nonzero slip

velocities almost always complicates the interpretation

of observed characteristics. As this component of the

slip velocity becomes comparable to the noon-midnight-

aligned component, both leading and trailing edges ob-

served in a noon-midnight-oriented pass will lie on the

leading or trailing side of the patch in the dawn-dusk

meridian. Thus leading and trailing edges of a patch in

the noon-midnight direction may have comparable lev-

els of structure if the spacecraft happens to cross the

patch on the trailing edge of the dawn-dusk-oriented
motion.

The size of gradients on each edge of a patch and ir-

regularity power at 6 l_l can reveal information on the

source of irregularity production. It is quite clear that

a patch with large amounts of structure on its edges

may not be able to maintain very large edge gradients

for a long time. A decrease in the size of edge gradients

that is dependent on the sign of the gradient is mostly

expected from cases where the drift instability is re-

sponsible for the observed structure. One also expects

to see an enhancement of small-scale structure on the

unstable edge of the patch together with a decrease in

the spectral slope. On the other hand, a quantitative

comparison of the power in AN/N and 5V can help

identify cases where stirring causes gradients of both

signs to become structured.

Observations of polar cap patches with in situ space-

craft measurements show that most patches have an

increased level of structure at 1.3-km scale size over

the entire enhancement with respect to the background.

The power at this scale size peaks at the edges of

patches when such edges are clearly defined. Other-
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wise, the level of structure on the plateau between the

two edges of the patch reaches values approximately

equal to those on the edges_ On average, there is no

significant difference in the level of observed structure

on leading and trailing edges. Thus structuring due to

an evolving Ex B drift instability is not easily observable

on the edges of patches. This is either because patches

are already created with structure so that the contri-

bution from the drift instabt2ity is not as significant

as it would be on an unstructured patch, or dominant

stirring on both edges of a patch override the present

structuring due to the instability, and the resulting level

of irregularity is a reflection of the stirring mechanism

rather 'than the instability process. One of the better

indications of this is the fact that patches have struc-

ture independent of location from the cusp. Although

there is a lot of variation in the magnitude of struc-

ture from patch to patch, they are found to contain

very high levels of structure both very close and also

far away from the cusp. Them is no general asymmetry

in either the density profile or the AN/N power that

allows the identification of leading and trailing edges.

According to our observations, the irregularity powers

seem to favor the larger gradients rather than a specific

sign of the gradient. Our results displayed in Figure 6,

which are consistent with stirring show that on average

the power in AN/N at 6 H, is an increasing function

of the magnitude of the background gradient regardless

of its sign.

It is clearly seen from Figure 7 that AN/N is an in-

creasing function of AV for a given value of L. The fact

that the ratio is larger for larger L values is also consis-

tent with stirring in which a given level of irregularity in

AV will produce larger AN/N irregularity amplitudes

in ion density on gradients with larger L than it will on

gradients with small L.

We note that the irregularity intensities in velocity

are quite small in patches and comparable to the lev-

els in the surrounding plasma_ However, significantly

shallower spectral slopes for AV within a patch suggest

that they are associated with increased velocity struc-

ture at the shortest wavelengths (500 m). An increase

in density irregularity above the background is the dis-

tinguishing feature of a patch. The spectral slopes for

the velocity irregularities are generally steeper (-2) than

those of the density (-1.7).

Although most of our results support the existence of

a stirring mechanism in general, it is clear from some

individual cases that an evolving ExB drift instability

is active in the polar cap. In fact, the histogram of spec-

tral indices for positive and negative gradients displayed

in Figure 8b supports this claim with a slight shift to-

ward higher spectral slopes for positive gradients. This

is consistent with increasing powers at smaller scales on

negative gradients which generally denote trailing edges

of patches that are ExB drift unstable.

Finally, we want to revisit the benign patch in Figure

5b. This is the only patch which was found to con-

tain very low levels of irregularity with two very clearly

defined steep edges. An important observation related

with this patch was the absence of any large-scale fluc-

tuation in the horizontal velocity. The presence of very

clean and steep edges suggests that this patch was not

exposed to any kind of structuring earlier in its lifetime.

Lack of structure in AV, on the other hand, suggests

that it was not being stirred at the moment when DE

2 spacecraft went through this patch. The fact that

the convection direction of this patch is approximately

45 ° with respect to the spacecraft may help explain the

observations. As we discussed in a previous section,

when the spacecraft is not aligned with the convection

direction of the patch, it is not safe to assume that the

observed edges are leading or trailing. As a matter of

fact, both of the observed edges may either be leading

or trailing. Since it is clearly seen that stirring is not

a factor in this patch, we may conclude that the lack

of any structuring may be a result of encountering the

patch on the side which is also E×B drift stable.

5. Conclusions

Spectral characteristics associated with polar cap ion-

ization patches show that patches are usually regions of

enhanced irregularity at small-(-_ 1.3 km) scale size.

Observations indicate the presence of structure on al-

most all patches regardless of the distance between the

patch and the cusp where they are believed to develop.

Observed characteristics show that the nature of the

present irregularities can be more e_sily explained by a

stirring mechanism that results in an enhanced level of

structure on both edges of patches. The level of present

smMl-scaJe structure is an increasing function of the

magnitude of the background density gradients regard-

less of their sign. The nature of the ratios of AN/N

and AV is also consistent with a stirring mechanism.

A slight shift toward larger spectrM slopes for positive

density gradients suggests that there is a contribution

from the E x B drift instability in the resulting struc-

ture. While patches provide an easily identifiable source

of larger-scale (16 km) density gradients that may be

structured, they by no means encompass all structured

regions in the polar cap.
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